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Modelling and Verification of Nonlinear
Electromechanical Coupling in Micro-Scale
Kinetic Electromagnetic Energy Harvesters
Andrii Sokolov , Student Member, IEEE, Dhiman Mallick , Member, IEEE, Saibal Roy ,
Michael Peter Kennedy , Fellow, IEEE, and Elena Blokhina , Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— Electromechanical coupling in kinetic energy har-
vesters is the key aspect of these devices that ensures an effective
energy conversion process. When modelling and designing such
devices, it is necessary to incorporate electromechanical coupling
correctly since it will determine the amount of energy that will
be converted during its operation. As the engineering community
prefers compact (lumped) models of such devices, the conven-
tional choice of the lumped model for the electromagnetic type
of electromechanical coupling is linear damping, proportional to
the velocity of the mechanical resonator in a harvester, leading
to the idea of maximizing the velocity in order to improve the
energy conversion process. In this paper, we show that electro-
mechanical coupling in electromagnetic kinetic energy harvesters
is inherently nonlinear and requires a number of aspects to be
taken into account if one wants to optimize a device. We show
that the proposed model, which is based on first principles of
electromagnetics, can be reduced to a nonlinear lumped model
that is particularly convenient for analysis and design. The
modelling approach and the resulting lumped model are verified
using two MEMS electromagnetic harvesters operating over a
range of frequencies from 300 to 500 Hz (Harvester A) and from
50 to 70 Hz (Harvester B) generating from mV (Harvester A)
to few volts (Harvester B) of RMS voltage, respectively. The
proposed modelling approach is not limited to energy harvesters
but can also be applied to magnetic sensors or other MEMS
devices that utilise electromagnetic transduction.
Index Terms— MEMS interface, electromagnetic transduction,
MEMS kinetic energy harvesting, lumped modelling, numerical
methods, modelling and simulations, mixed-domain modelling,
computer aided design.
I. INTRODUCTION
K INETIC energy harvesting is a technique to convert themotion of the environment to electricity. It has been
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic block diagram of a typical kinetic (vibration) energy
harvester utilizing the electromagnetic transduction mechanism. The following
convention will be used: displacement z and velocity uz (belong to the
mechanical domain) and current i and voltage v (belong to the electrical
domain). The electromagnetic force FEM provides transduction between the
mechanical and electrical domains. The magnetic proof-mass oscillates in the
vicinity of a coil. As a 3D system, the oscillations of the proof-mass can be
classified as (b) translational or (c) rotational.
widely discussed over recent years [1]–[4] with many imple-
mentations fabricated using micro- and nano-technologies
(NEMS/MEMS). The conventional point of view is that out of
three very common transduction mechanisms, the piezoelectric
and electrostatic ones are particularity compatible with MEMS
while the electromagnetic mechanism is seen as inefficient at a
micro-scale. However, since the first implementations reported
in the literature [5], many configurations of electromag-
netic kinetic energy harvesters (emKEH) have been reported
[6]–[14]. Electromagnetic harvesters show effectiveness sim-
ilar to that of piezoelectric and electrostatic harvesters and
feature nonlinear behaviour that allows them to increase the
converted power and frequency band. An example of an
emKEH is shown in Fig. 1(a) illustrating the electromagnetic
transduction. A linear or nonlinear micromechanical resonator,
with a magnet attached to it, moves as a response to external
vibrations provided by the environment. The moving magnet
creates a variable magnetic flux through a (usually) fixed coil
1549-8328 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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that is placed in the vicinity of the magnet. By Faraday’s
law, this induces a voltage in the coil, and if a resistor
is connected to the coil, the power converted from the
mechanical to the electrical domain will be dissipated in the
resistor.
The design, analysis and characterisation of a kinetic energy
harvester (KEH) can be a challenging task for a number
of reasons. Firstly, a KEH is a device combining at least
two physical domains (mechanical and electrical) and a
specific device may have a particularly advanced mechan-
ical configuration with translational and rotational motion
induced by ambient vibrations. Secondly, only the electrical
response (voltage v and current i ) of a device is usually
observed and measured upon the application of external
stimuli. In many cases, it is difficult or even impossible
to access the mechanical state (displacement z and velocity
uz = z˙) of a device. In addition to the above, the three
common transduction mechanisms—piezoelectric, electrosta-
tic and electromagnetic—that are responsible for electro-
mechanical coupling are nonlinear in the most general case.
For these reasons, the extraction of device parameters from an
experiment and optimisation of a device become quite difficult.
With regard to emKEHs, while first principles of Electro-
magnetics are well understood, their application to a particular
device usually results in equations written in three-dimensions.
Since the research community prefers simplified lumped mod-
els, it is very common to see linear equations describing the
electromagnetic mechanism in emKEHs. Usually, the electro-
motive force (e.m.f.) that expresses electromechanical cou-
pling in the electrical domain is written as B l z˙. On the other
hand, the magnetic force that expresses electromechanical
coupling in the mechanical domain is written as B l i . It is
said that B is the magnitude of the magnetic field (in the
form of the magnetic flux density) generated by the magnet
and l is the length of the coil [15]–[18]. This simplification is
not valid for typical emKEH configurations as we will show.
The aim of this paper is to develop a modelling framework
allowing one to obtain nonlinear lumped models of the electro-
magnetic type of electromechanical coupling. We begin with
the equations summarising the first principles of Mechanics
and Electromagnetics, arriving to a model that uses only
the physical parameters of the device. The resulting model
is lumped, i.e., it utilises a finite number of electrical and
mechanical variables. We address the issue of model self-
consistency which is often overlooked in such examples
of mixed-domain modelling and simulations. The proposed
model is not limited to energy harvesters but can be applied
to magnetic sensors or other MEMS devices utilising electro-
magnetic transduction.
Compared to the conference paper which introduced the
approach described in this work [19], the presented manu-
script contains the following new features. In addition to the
detailed analysis of translational motion, we also present a
compact model of rotational motion that, to the knowledge
of the authors, has never been derived in the literature for
such systems. The model describing rotational motion is
also lumped and follows the same methodology as that for
the translational mode. For both translational and rotational
modes, we show how to calculate shape functions to obtain
self-consistent lumped models of the generated electromotive
and electromagnetic force. We use two examples of the most
recent MEMS implementation of emKEHs of very different
topologies to validate the methodology. The design of the
experiments, data collection and data analysis are original to
this manuscript and have not been presented elsewhere.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II presents the
fundamental equations describing an emKEH in the mechan-
ical and electrical domains. The presented statement of the
problem is original, and, to the knowledge of the authors of
this paper, has not been presented previously in the litera-
ture. Since the mechanical resonator of a KEH is a three-
dimensional structure, it can exhibit spatial eigen-modes of
different types, translational and rotational, and both types
are taken into account in the statement of the problem. The
statement of the problem also shows that the underlying
quantity required to complete the model is the magnetic flux
density. Section III presents different techniques to calculate
the magnetic flux density. Despite the fact that it is a three-
dimensional vector field, there are simple and effective tech-
niques to calculate it. Section IV demonstrates a technique to
reduce the model to a lumped one using shape functions. These
functions are calculated for translational and rotational modes.
They characterise the geometry of the system and do not
depend on the mechanical parameters of the MEMS resonator.
Section V explains the design of the experiment to validate the
proposed model. Finally, Section VI presents the measured
data and compares the results of experiments and modelling
carried out for two devices with different configurations.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
We begin by presenting a self-consistent model of a har-
vester that will take into account the dynamics of its resonator
(a magnetic proof-mass suspended on springs) in the mechani-
cal domain, the coupling between the mechanical and electrical
domains and the harvester state in the electrical domain.
The formulated model will be valid for both types of oscil-
lation modes of the mechanical resonator, translational and
rotation, as well as their combination. The model presented
in this Section will be the primary object of investigation
and experimental validation in the paper. To the knowledge
of the authors, this statement of the problem, while it is
based on general principles, is original and has not been
proposed or developed in the literature, in particular, for
rotational type of motion.
A. Self-Consistent Dynamical Model of emKEH Including
the Mechanical and Electrical Components
As a distributed mechanical system, the resonator (a mag-
netic proof-mass supported by springs) of a harvester can
display different types of oscillations associated with spatial
eigen-modes. The actuation of different modes depends pri-
marily on the frequency of the actuating force [20], [21]. They
are often classified into translational and rotational modes.
Schematic views of these modes are shown in Fig. 1(b) and
Fig. 1(c) respectively. When building a lumped model, one
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follows a very common approach and reduces the partial
differential equation describing a distributed system to an
ordinary differential equation, i.e., a lumped model. There are
many methods allowing such a reduction (see, for instance,
[22], [23]) to be applied successfully to linear and nonlinear
MEMS devices [24], [25].
We will not show the intermediate steps of reduction in this
paper, but rather start with the already well-known second-
order ordinary differential equation, often referred to as the
‘mass-spring-damper’ equation, describing the displacement
of the resonator from Fig. 1 in the translational mode of
oscillations:
mz¨+ca z˙+kz+Fnonlin(z) + FEM(z, z˙, i, v)=m Aext cos(ωextt).
(1)
Here m is the mass of the resonator, z is its displacement,
ca is the linear air damping (dissipation) coefficient, k is the
linear spring constant, Fnonlin(z) =
N∑
j=2
k j z j is the nonlinear
restoring force, Aext and ωext are the magnitude of the external
acceleration and the cyclic frequency of the external vibrations
driving the harvester, respectively. We use polynomial of order
up to N = 5 to describe the nonlinearity of the restoring forces
in the harvesters presented in the paper for validation. The
magnetic force FEM(z, z˙, i, v) depends on both the electrical
and mechanical states of the system through the displacement
z, the velocity uz = z˙, the current i and voltage v, and,
hence, relates both domains. The presence of mechanical
Fnonlin(z) and electrical nonlinearities is very common in
MEMS resonators [3], [21], [26], [27].
A similar formula is used to describe rotational motion of
the proof-mass, but the angle of rotation ϕ is used instead of
the linear displacement z. It can be shown that equation (1)
can be transformed into the following expression [20]:
I ϕ¨ + c′aϕ˙ + k ′ϕ + Mnonlin(ϕ) + MEM(ϕ, ϕ˙, i, v)
= Iεext cos(ωextt). (2)
Here I is the moment of inertia of the proof-mass, ϕ is
its rotation angle, ω = ϕ˙ is the angular velocity, c′ is the
analogue of the air dissipation coefficient for the rotational
mode, k ′ is the analogue of the spring coefficient, Mnonlin(ϕ)
is the nonlinear restoring moment, MEM is the analogue of
the electromagnetic force in translational mode, the magnetic
torque acting of the proof-mass, εext is the amplitude of the
external angular acceleration applied to the device, which is
linearly proportional to the translational acceleration Aext.
The state in the harvester must also be represented in
the electrical domain, see again Fig. 1(a). For both trans-
lational and rotational modes we use the Kirchhoff Voltage
Law (KVL):
L
di
dt
+ Rloadi − E = 0, (3)
where i is the current flowing in the loop obtained when the
coil is connected to a load resistor, L is the inductance of
the coil, Rload is the total resistance of the coil and the load
resistor and E is the e.m.f. induced in the coil. The e.m.f. is
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram illustrating the origin of the net electromagnetic
force d F acting on an incremental segment dl of a loop with current i placed in
a magnetic field B(x, y, z). The net force appears when all d F are integrated.
related to the total magnetic flux i passing through the coil
loops through Faraday’s law of induction:
E =
∑
i
di
dt
, (4)
where the further representation of the derivative of flux with
respect to time can be made for the translational mode:
di (z)
dt
= di (z)
dz
· dz
dt
= di (z)
dz
· z˙, (5)
and for the rotational mode:
di (ϕ)
dt
= di (ϕ)
dϕ
· dϕ
dt
= di (ϕ)
dϕ
· ϕ˙. (6)
The complete model is obtained when the magnetic force FEM
(or magnetic torque MEM in case of rotation) and the magnetic
flux (z) (or (ϕ) in case of rotation) are specified from first
principles for a particular emKEH configuration.
In the most general case, the magnetic flux  depends on the
three-dimensional magnetic field (also known as the magnetic
induction or magnetic flux density) B(x, y, z) generated by a
permanent magnet [28]:
i (z) =
∫∫
( B · n)dS =
∫∫
BndS, (7)
where n is the normal unit vector perpendicular to the surface
element S.
The electromagnetic force FEM and torque MEM, as shown
in Fig. 2, also depend on B. In the case of translational motion,
for the force FEM used in eq. (1), we write:
FEM =
∮
loop
i
[ B × d l] , (8)
where d l is the infinitesimal displacement vector along the
loop of integration. In the case of the rotational mode, for the
torque MEM from eq. (2) acting on the magnet, we have:
MEM = l ·
∣∣∣∣
∮
loop
i
[ B × d l]∣∣∣∣ , (9)
where l is the projection of the position vector of the proof-
mass on the rotation axis. In the most general case, the torque,
the rotation angle and the angular velocity are vector quanti-
ties. However, in our case the rotation of the proof-mass occurs
about a single axis. For this reason, the model developed in
this Section utilizes their scalar equivalents.
Hence, we conclude that the calculation of B(x, y, z) gen-
erated by an emKEH in three dimensions is the key step
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Fig. 3. The algorithm for calculating the electromagnetic force acting on a
coil moving in the magnetic field of a permanent magnet.
TABLE I
KNOWN PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE HARVESTER USED
AS A UNIVERSAL EXAMPLE (HARVESTER A)
required to complete the model. Knowing B, we can calculate
, the e.m.f. E and the current i generated in the loop when
a load resistor Rload is connected to it. We usually assume
that the inductance of the loop itself is negligible, and so the
current can be found from Ohm’s law i = E/Rload. (For this
reason, there is no need to use both electrical variables, i and
v in the notation and we will omit one of them.) Knowing the
flux density B, we can also calculate the force acting on the
coil.
So far, the model is self-consistent and couples the electrical
and mechanical domains, but it is not lumped since we
are required to know the 3D vector field B. In order to
provide a lumped model, one must obtain expressions for
the electromagnetic force FEM = FEM(z, z˙, i) and the e.m.f.
E = E(z, z˙, i) in terms of the lumped variables z, z˙ and i .
These expressions could be found as an interpolation of the
data calculated using the algorithm described in Fig. 3 [19].
Hence, our next step is the analysis of the calculated data
sets to identify shape functions and physical parameters for
the lumped model of electromagnetic coupling. For illustration
purposes throughout the next sections, we will choose some
fixed physical parameters for modelling and simulations of the
system. They are presented in Table I, and they correspond
to one of the two devices that will be used in Section V for
experimental validation. We choose Harvester A as a universal
example in this paper since its structure is very straightforward
to describe and model. The structure of Harvester A is shown
in Fig. 4(a), and it corresponds directly to the schematic model
of Fig. 1. The device can display translation and rotation
modes of motion.
B. Self-Consistency Check
As with any model involving multiple physical domains,
it is essential to check its self-consistency. In our case, this
Fig. 4. Two different devices used to verify our method. (a) MEMS
Harvester A with a flat coil and a single permanent magnet oscillator.
(b) MEMS Harvester B with an array of permanent magnets and a movable
coil.
means that the converted power, the most important figure of
merit of a KEH, obtained independently by evaluating the state
of the electrical and mechanical domains, must be the same,
namely:
Pelec = i2 Rload and Pmech =
( FEM · u) . (10)
This important aspect of mixed-domain models is explained
and tested in Section III-D. In addition, the proposed model
will be verified experimentally in Section VI.
C. Simplified Model-Problem With no Mechanical
Dynamics to Test Electromagnetic Coupling
Since the full coupled electromechanical model outlined
earlier is quite complex, in this Section we propose a simple
‘toy’ model to check the correctness of our electromagnetic
calculations. As a matter of fact, one does not have to
consider the dynamical equation (1) in order to understand the
electromechanical coupling in this system and quantify  and
FEM. It would be enough to consider only one loop (instead of
a multi-turn coil) and move this loop with a constant velocity
relative to a permanent magnet that exerts a magnetic field. For
simulations, the parameters of the system are as in Table I and
the algorithm of Fig. 3 is applied. We find the e.m.f. and the
electromagnetic force acting on the coil as a function of the
displacement of the coil with respect to the magnet. We use
the power dissipated by the force acting on the loop (Pelec)
and by force acting on the magnet (Pmech) as a figure of merit
for self-consistency.
III. ACCURATE CALCULATION OF THE
MAGNET FLUX DENSITY
At the core of the original algorithm summarised in Fig. 3
is the calculation of the magnetic flux density B in three-
dimensions exerted by a permanent magnet. Knowing the
vector field B allows one to calculate the magnetic flux 
through a given surface and the force FEM. Three methods to
calculate B have been implemented and tested.
A. Magnetic Scalar Potential
The magnetic scalar potential (MSP) method is common in
simulators that rely on finite-element-methods (FEMs). In the
MSP, one solves Poisson’s equation in terms of the magnetic
field. The main advantage of the MSP combined with FEM
is that it is universal and can be applied over a wide range of
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Fig. 5. Magnetic scalar potential and magnetic induction distribution in xz-
plane generated by permanent magnet, and modelled in COMSOl multiphysics
software.
TABLE II
RESOURCE INTENSITY OF THE COMSOL MODELLING
(EVALUATION ON INTEL CORE I5 7300, 16Gb RAM)
configurations of permanent magnets and magnetic materials.
For this reason, it is very common in multi-physics simulators.
This method is implemented in the COMSOL Multiphysics
software package [29], and the magnetic field of the corre-
sponding permanent magnet has been modelled with different
configurations of a 3D FEM mesh, as shown in Fig. 5. Table II
summarises the performance of the FEM method of COMSOL
and shows how many resources are required at every step of
the calculations. All calculations have been made for a box
with zero scalar potential edges and a size of 50×50×50 mm.
We note that a usual modelling step includes approximately a
hundred configurations of the relative position of the magnet
with respect to the coil. The total amount of data stored in
COMSOL for the extremely fine mesh is around 100 Gb,
and only this kind of meshing allows one to obtain results of
acceptable self-consistency. Hence, the main trade-off of the
method is its complexity. This leads to significant resource
usage, although we note again that it allows one to solve
arbitrary geometry configurations.
B. Array of Magnetic Dipoles
A magnetic dipole (MD) exerts a magnetic field described
by the very-well known formula [30], [31]:
B(r) = µ0
4pi
(
3r( m0 · r)
r5
− m0
r3
)
. (11)
Here r is the radius-vector directed from the MD to the
point of observation, µ0 is the permeability of free space and
m0 is the magnetic moment of the magnetic dipole. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), a permanent magnet can be presented as a
collection of small magnetic dipoles [32]. Hence, the magnetic
field due to a magnet can be calculated in three-dimensions
by applying superposition to magnetic fields generated by
individual MDs. The major disadvantage of the method is
Fig. 6. Representation of a permanent magnet for (a) the magnetic dipole
method and (b) the equivalent current method.
that it requires volume integration, which leads to cubic
complexity.
However, as was noted in [33], it is possible to reduce
dramatically the number of calculations by representing a
permanent magnet as a single magnetic dipole. This results
in more efficient simulations, in particular for magnets whose
geometry possesses symmetry. In the case of a permanent
magnet of a relatively complex geometry and a coil which
is placed at different locations in space, the magnetic field,
and therefore all the following magnetic characteristics of the
system, may not be predicted by such an approach in an
accurate fashion.
C. Equivalent Coils or Segments With Current
The third approach used in this study to calculate the
magnetic flux density B employs the well-known expression
for the magnetic field due to a line segment [34]:
Bs = µ0im4pid (cos α1 − cos α2) . (12)
Here d is the shortest distance from the point of observation
to the line segment and α1 and α2 are the respective angles
formed by the line and the point of observation. Similar
to the previous method, we represent a permanent magnet
by a stack of line segments [32], each carrying equivalent
current (EC). This replacement is particularly suitable for
magnets of symmetrical shapes (cubic or cylindrical), which
is the most common case in emKEHs. An example of such
a representation is shown in Fig. 6(b) where a cubic magnet
is replaced by a set of line segments (or a set of rectangular
loops) carrying an equivalent current im. The net magnetic
field due to such an arrangement can be calculated using the
formula above.
The shape and allocation of EC line segments is dictated
in a straightforward way by the geometry of a permanent
magnet under study. The equivalent current im, introduced to
mimic the magnetic field of a magnet, must be found from
some additional considerations. For instance, tables of data for
the magnetisation of different magnetic materials are known.
On the other hand, we can always calculate the magnetic field
due to a stack of coils with a current im. Hence, the current
im is found so that the magnetic flux density inside the coil
stack matches the table data for the flux density of a realistic
magnet.
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Fig. 7. The z-components of the magnet flux density B(x, y, z) for the
system described in Table I for x = 1.4 mm and y = 0.7 mm, evaluated
using three different methods.
D. Comparison of the Three Methods and
Evaluation of Model Self-Consistency
The performance of all the three methods—magnetic scalar
potential, magnetic dipoles and equivalent current—is sum-
marised in Fig. 7, where the z-component of the magnetic
flux density B is shown. It is easy to see that the magnetic
flux density calculated using each of the three methods has
the same general dependence on z. However, there are some
numerical discrepancies (around 10%) between the results
obtained from the MSP method (implemented in COMSOL)
and the results obtained from the MD and EC methods. The
latter two are completely consistent with each other. The
difference in the results for the magnetic flux density B
calculated using the MSP method and the MD/EC methods
is small, but it yields a more significant difference when the
magnetic flux and electromagnetic force are obtained from B.
The model’s self-consistency test is performed by calcu-
lating the power dissipated in the electrical and mechanical
domains. If the simulations are correct, both quantities must be
the same according to the power balance principle. We use the
‘toy’ model described in the previous Section where one coil
moves along the z-axis with a constant velocity in the vicinity
of a permanent magnet. The relative error of simulations is
introduced as follows:
ε = 2 |Pelec − Pmech||Pelec + Pmech| × 100%, (13)
which is the relative difference in the power dissipated in
the electrical and mechanical domains. The formula implies
that the error must tend to zero in the ideal case. Figure 8
shows the electrical and mechanical power Pelec and Pmech
and the relative error ε calculated using all the three methods
of magnetic field evaluation. The two methods (MD and EC)
described in Sections III-B and III-C appear to be self-
consistent with a very small difference between Pelec and
Pmech. The MSP method based on FEM simulations is not self-
consistent, displaying a large discrepancy between the power
in the two domains, while also being most time consuming
(42 minutes on an Intel Core i5-7300U CPU, 16 Gb RAM).
Fig. 8. (a) Power in the mechanical (M.) and electrical (El.) domains as
a function of the distance z between the magnet and the coil which defines
the strength of coupling, calculated using the three methods of magnetic field
evaluation. (b) Relative error ε of the calculation of the converted power using
the three methods.
Fig. 9. (a) Electromotive force versus the distance between the magnet and
coil and their relative velocity for translational mode. (b) Electromagnetic
force versus the distance between the magnet and coil and their relative
velocity for translational mode.
IV. ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING
With three methods for calculating the vector field
B(x, y, z) at hand, we can use the algorithm described in
Section II-A to complete the lumped model of an emKEH.
We note again that as an example of such a harvester we
use the device whose parameters are listed in Table I and
whose measured data will be used for experimental validation
(Harvester A).
Code implementing the algorithm in Fig. 3 has been devel-
oped to obtain the simulated data sets. In the case of the trans-
lational mode, one is interested in calculating the electromotive
force E(z, uz, i) and electromagnetic force FEM(z, uz, i) as
functions of the distance z between the magnet and the coil
and the velocity uz of the magnet with respect to the coil.
In the case of the rotational mode, the electromotive force
Erot(ϕ, ω, i) and magnetic torque MEM(ϕ, ω, i) are calculated
as functions of the rotation angle ϕ and angular velocity ω.
These functions are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.
In the case of the translational mode (see Fig. 1(b)), we note
that these functions are linear with respect to the velocity of
the magnet relative to the coil, but nonlinear with respect to
the distance between them. The polynomial shape functions
are easily obtained through interpolation:
E(z, uz) = uz ·
( 8∑
i=0
aE i · zi
)
, (14)
FEM(z, uz) = uz ·
( 8∑
i=0
aFi · zi
)
. (15)
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Fig. 10. (a) Electromotive force versus the rotation angle and angular velocity
in rotational mode. (b) Magnetic torque versus the rotation angle and angular
velocity in rotational mode.
TABLE III
INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS FOR TRANSLATIONAL MODE
The interpolation coefficients aE i and aFi are given
in Table III. The shape functions do not change if one
alters the parameters of the systems from Table I. However,
changing the shape of the magnet or the coil may change the
shape functions, but they can be easily recalculated using the
developed algorithm.
The same algorithm is applied to the case of the rotational
mode of the resonator (see Fig. 1(c)). To simplify the calcu-
lations, we solve a problem that is mechanically equivalent
to the original problem, but in this case the coil rotates with
respect to the magnet. Figure 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) show that
the e.m.f and magnetic torque are also linear with respect
to the angular velocity (the counterpart of velocity in the
translational mode) and nonlinear with respect to the rotation
angle (the counterpart of displacement in translational mode).
These functions are also found using interpolation:
Erot(ϕ, ω) = ω ·
( 4∑
i=0
bE2i+1 · ϕ2i+1
)
, (16)
MEM(ϕ, ω) = ω ·
( 3∑
i=0
bF2i · ϕ2i
)
. (17)
The interpolation coefficients bE2i+1 and bF2i are given
in Table IV.
We want to highlight that the electromotive force repre-
sents electromechanical coupling in emKEHs in the electri-
cal domain while the electromagnetic force does so in the
mechanical domain. The analysis of the obtained e.m.f. and
electromagnetic force shows that, as expected, strong coupling
between the domains exists in the translational mode and it is
TABLE IV
INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS FOR ROTATION MODE
Fig. 11. Cross-sections of the surfaces presented in Fig. 9. (a) Shape functions
E(z, uz) taken at fixed vz = 1.0 m/s. (b) Shape functions FEM(z, uz) taken
at fixed vz = 1.0 m/s. In this graph we show how the shape functions change
depending on different magnetisations of the magnet.
very weak in the rotational mode. This can be understood
by noting that both quantities depend on the slope of the
magnetic flux (see expressions (5) and (6)), and the slope
of the magnetic flux with respect to the rotation angle drops
significantly (as shown in Fig. 10) when a rotational mode of
motion is actuated by external driving.
We also observe another extremely useful property of the
system. The shape functions can be easily scaled to fit any
given magnetic material used as the harvester’s magnetic
proof-mass. The magnetic properties of the proof-mass are
defined by the residual magnetization Bres. In the proposed
method, it is proportional to the current density im in the equiv-
alent coil. Therefore, the magnetic flux density B , the magnetic
flux  and, finally, the e.m.f. E are all proportional to the
magnetisation Bres:
E2
E1 =
Bres 2
Bres 1
. (18)
The linear scaling of the shape functions is clearly seen
in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 12(a).
The electromagnetic force and the magnetic torque, on the
other hand, depend both on the e.m.f. and the magnetic flux
density. Thus, they are scaled quadratically with respect to the
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Fig. 12. Cross-sections of the surfaces presented in Fig. 9. (a) Shape functions
Erot(ϕ, ω) taken at fixed ω = 1.0 rad/s. (b) Shape functions MEM(ϕ, ω) taken
at fixed ω = 1.0 rad/s. In this graph we show how the shape functions change
depending on different magnetisations of the magnet.
residual magnetisation of the magnet:
Bres 2
Bres 1
=
(
FEM 2
FEM 1
)2
=
(
M2
M1
)2
. (19)
The quadratic scaling can be seen in Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 12(b).
Therefore, when solving an optimisation problem to find the
optimal magnetisation of the proof-mass to enhance electro-
mechanical coupling in electromagnetic harvesters, it is not
required to use the algorithm of Fig. 3 for different magnetic
materials. It should be used only once, and then the results
should be multiplied by an appropriate scaling factor. This
dramatically reduces the computational time needed to opti-
mize the system.
With the shape functions and the scaling factors identified,
we have a self-consistent lumped model of a harvester. The
proposed lumped model is verified experimentally in the next
Section.
V. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
AND EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
The experimental verification of the proposed modelling
methodology has been carried out using two MEMS electro-
magnetic harvesters, denoted Harvester A and Harvester B,
whose structures and allocations of the permanent magnets
with respect to the coils are very different. The experimental
set-up is shown in Fig. 13, and the arrangement of the exper-
iment is the same for both devices. The schematic structures
of the two harvesters are shown in Fig. 4. In this Section we
make a direct comparison between the experiment and the
model. We also note that the modelling approach is not limited
to this configuration and can be applied to many micro- and
macroscopic electromagnetic harvesters [11], [27], [35].
Fig. 13. Methodology of the experiment and the experimental set-up for the
voltage-frequency characterisation.
Fig. 14. Processed experimental data of the forward sweep branch of the
electromagnetic energy harvester showing the voltage induced in the device
as a function of the actuation frequency at Aext = 3.0 m/s2.
The experiment consists of a shaking platform which
vibrates with a controlled sinusoidal acceleration whose mag-
nitude Aext and frequency fext can be set up as desired. It is
very typical for such an experiment to use an acceleration
pattern with fixed Aext but with fext(t) changing linearly in
time. This change is slow enough so we can assume that
the system in quasi steady-state. Usually, the acceleration
pattern is such that fext increases and then it decreases,
as shown in the Fig. 12. This mimics the so-called forward
and backward sweeps of the actuation frequency, allowing us
to detect hysteresis in nonlinear systems, which is particularly
relevant for Harvester A. The induced voltage generated in
the energy harvester under test is recorded by an oscilloscope
with a resolution of t = 2 × 10−4 s. Thus, a number
of data sets of the induced voltage (the e.m.f. taken with
the minus sign) versus time Vi = V (ti ) are obtained at
different settings of Aext with and without an electrical load
(load resistor). It should be noted that the mechanical state
(displacement or rotation angle) cannot be observed directly,
and we can monitor only the electrical state of the system.
Since Harvester A is a nonlinear device prone to switching
between different modes of motion, multiple experiments have
been run and recorded in order to have statistical repeatability
and to estimate the uncertainty of the experiment for the
same acceleration amplitude. For further comparison with
the theory and modelling, we have kept six data sets for
each Aext. A typical example of the six measured data sets
for given Aext is shown in Fig. 14 (where the matching
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of the actuation frequency and time has been already done,
as described below). As can be seen from the figure, the data
sets are not always the same, even though the parameters of
the experiment are the same. The high-voltage branch occurs
in the region of bi-stability, and the device, when driven to
that branch, is sensitive to small perturbations. From the high-
voltage branch (corresponding to the translational mode) it can
drop to a lower branch (corresponding to mixed translational
and rotational modes, also bi-stable) or to the lowest branch
(translational mode again). We note that since the actuation
frequency Aext is swept over a wide range of values, it is
possible to observe resonances associated with multiple spatial
eigen-modes, as explained in Section II. However, since the
system is nonlinear, its bandwidth becomes wide as a result.
The resonances of eigen-modes are not clearly distinctive, and
often the resonance response of one eigen-mode (for instance,
translational mode) overlaps with the resonance response of
another mode (for example, rotational mode). This is what is
seen in Fig. 14.
It should be noted that the obtained data sets, although
measured at the same parameters, may be shifted by some
 fi j due to different initial conditions, and for this reason
cannot be simply averaged. We also want to avoid the situation
where two different data sets (as, for example, set 1 and
set 6 from Fig. 14) are used for the comparison with the model.
Hence, in order to perform a correct comparison between the
measured data and modelled results, we use the following
approach to pre-process the experimental data:
 Match time t with the frequency fext(t) for each of
the data sets using their Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
spectra.
 Calculate the RMS voltage for each data set for a given
time window Tw:
VRMS =
√
1/Tw
∫ ti+Tw
ti
V 2i dt
and exclude the unsuitable set(s).
 Match all the sets by their frequency shifts  fi j using
the least squares method, i.e., by minimising the cost
function: ∑
k
[
Vi ( fk) − Vj ( fk +  fi j )
]2
.
 Calculate the average RMS voltage 〈VRMS〉 and the
measurement errors  f and VRMS. The error x
of a signal x is calculated using the formula x =
3.1 · σx/
√
N where σx is the standard deviation of this
signal waveform, N is the number of samples in it and
3.1 is the Student’s distribution coefficient providing the
authenticity 95%.
The measured and processed data are used to compare the
experiment with the model.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
A. Verification Using Harvester A
The comparison of the theory and modelling with the
experiment begins by verifying the parameters of the harvester.
TABLE V
MECHANICAL PARAMETERS OF HARVESTER A
RECONSTRUCTED FROM THE EXPERIMENT
While some of these are known (for instance, the mass of the
resonator or its natural frequency, see Table I), others are not
known and cannot be predicted from the design and simulation
stage (for instance, the nonlinear spring coefficients). The
mechanical parameters, including the nonlinear spring coeffi-
cients (k, k3, k5 and k7) and the quality factor Q, are calculated
from the experimental data obtained when the electrical load
is disconnected. The optimization procedure uses the standard
least square differences technique with the cost function:
min
N∑
i=1
(
V theorRMS − V expRMS
)2
. (20)
The mechanical parameters that were not known but recon-
structed from the experiment are summarised in Table V.
The proposed model, based on the theory summarised in
equations (1) to (9) with the shape functions (14) to (17),
is solved numerically using a standard scheme (a Runge-Kutta
method) and analytically using the Harmonic Balance Method
(HBM). The results are compared with the experiment and
presented in Fig. 15. This graph shows the experimental data,
processed as described in Section V, in the form of the induced
RMS voltage as a function of external driving frequency fext.
The graphs have a typical shape of nonlinear resonance due
to the mechanical nonlinearity of the spring supporting the
oscillating magnetic proof-mass. Two frequency sweeps, for-
ward and backward, are shown in the figure to demonstrate the
bi-stability of the system. The mechanical nonlinearity leads
to a wideband frequency response of the harvesters, as desired
for these type of devices. As an additional reference, the graph
shows the amplitude A0 of the linear response A0( fext) that
would be expected in the system if it were linear:
A0 = m Aext
(k2 − mω2ext)2 + ω2extc2a
. (21)
In the above formula, ωext = 2pi fext. The linear response
allows us to cross-validate the air damping coefficient ca and
the quality factor Q of the system. The result of the model
and the experimental results are in a very good agreement,
validating the theory presented in this paper.
The additional use of the HBM to solve the model equations
is a significant advantage compared to the sole use of a numeri-
cal integration technique. The HBM is not resource intensive,
and, in addition, it provides another tool for verification as
we deal with a nonlinear system. The fact that the HBM and
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Fig. 15. Experimentally measured RMS voltage VRMS (black circles
with error bars) as a function of the actuation frequency Aext compared
to the proposed model (green circles). For reference, a semi-analytical
Harmonic Balance Method is also shown (red lines) together with the linear
response (21) (blue triangles). The data is measured at three different external
acceleration amplitudes: 3 m/s2, 4 m/s2 and 5 m/s2 respectively.
Fig. 16. The schematic drawing of the kinetic energy harvester Model
B. It consist of the array of the four identical permanent magnets and the
cylindrical multi-layer coil.
the Runge-Kutta methods are consistent with each other and
with the experimental data speaks towards the validity of the
model and the techniques to solve the model. We also point out
that the experimental results contain the responses associated
with both translational and rotational modes, as highlighted
in Fig. 15. All such modes can be accommodated in the
presented theory.
B. Verification Using Harvester B
The second device used to demonstrate the applicability of
our approach is shown in Fig. 4(b), with the details outlining
its geometry presented in Fig. 16. This system consists of
TABLE VI
KNOWN PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF HARVESTER B
TABLE VII
MECHANICAL PARAMETERS OF HARVESTER B
RECONSTRUCTED FROM THE EXPERIMENT
an array of permanent magnets and a movable cylindrical
coil which oscillates in the magnetic field generated by the
fixed magnets. It is interesting to note that this arrangement
idea is opposite to Harvester A where, by contrast, a square
magnet is attached to elastic nonlinear springs and oscillates
in the vicinity of a fixed multi-layered square coil under
external driving. The known physical parameters of Har-
vester B are listed in Table VI. As in the case of Harvester A,
some mechanical parameters are unknown, including the air
damping and nonlinear spring coefficients; these have to be
extracted from the experimental data in the same fashion as
described in the previous Section. These parameters are calcu-
lated from experimental characteristics using an optimization
procedure with a standard least square differences technique
when the electrical load is disconnected. We reiterate that
these parameters cannot be predicted at the design stage (in
particular for nonlinear MEMS) or measured directly. Hence,
some indirect procedure of extraction must be employed. The
additional parameters reconstructed from the experiment are
give in Table VII.
The algorithm proposed in Section II can also be applied to
model a system of the configuration described above. We note
that the complexity of modelling in this case increases since
we have to model four permanent magnets and a coil that has
2500 turns. Nevertheless, such modelling is feasible, and the
lumped expressions for the e.m.f and the z-component of the
electromagnetic force can be obtained:
E (v, z) = v
(
e0 + e2z2 + e4z4 + e6z6 + e8z8 + e10z10
)
.
(22)
Fem (v, z) = v
(
f0 + f2z2 + f4z4 + f6z6 + f8z8 + f10z10
)
.
(23)
Here, ei and fi are the interpolation parameters, and
their numerical values for Harvester B are summarised
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Fig. 17. Resonance curves of Harvester B (experimental data shown by red and modelled data shown by blue) in the form of RMS voltage as a function of
the frequency fext of external driving. The top row shows the results for the open-circuit measurement (without electromechanical coupling) at accelerations
of 0.3 g, 0.5 g, 0.8 g and 1.0 g. The bottom row shows the results for the system with an electrical load of RL = 3114 
 (with electromechanical coupling)
at the same acceleration levels.
TABLE VIII
INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE TRANSLATIONAL
MODE OF HARVESTER B
in Table VIII. For the obtained lumped expressions, we have
performed the self-consistency test as described in the earlier
Section and have calculated the magnetisation of the magnetic
material as a function of the relative speed of the coil and the
magnets, similar to Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 presented in Section IV.
Finally, knowing the parameters of the electromagnetic
coupling in Harvester B, we can make a direct compari-
son between its modelling and experimental characterisation,
as shown in Fig. 17. This figure presents a comparison between
the measured (red points) and modelled (blue points) RMS
voltage as a function of the frequency fext of external vibra-
tions with and without an electrical load. The four figures in
each row correspond to four amplitudes Aext of external
vibrations (0.3g, 0.5g, 0.8g and 1.0g). The top row shows the
results without an electrical load (without electromechanical
coupling) while the bottom row shows the results with an
electrical load of RL = 3114 
 (with electromechanical
coupling) at the same accelerations levels. Firstly, we note
that, as expected, increasing Aext results in larger RMS voltage
generated in the system. Secondly, it can be clearly seen
that adding an electrical load results in electromechanical
coupling and energy transfer from the mechanical to the
electrical domain. The presence of the electromagnetic force
is seen as an additional dissipation (damping) force reducing
the amplitude of the resonance characteristic. We note that
the measured and modelled data show very good agreement,
and the minor discrepancy may be caused by some natural
uncertainties of measurements.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed an accurate theory allowing one to
model electromagnetic coupling in kinetic energy harvesters.
The usual approach used in the literature reduces the elec-
tromagnetic coupling to a linear damper when one models
such devices. However, due to the nature of the magnetic
flux density and magnetic flux, the coupling is nonlinear, and
its incorrect use may result in significant errors. We showed
how first principles of electromagnetics can be applied to a
electromagnetic kinetic energy harvester and how they result
in a reduced order lumped model through the use of shape
functions. The obtained lumped model is fully compatible
with the ordinary differential equation describing the mechan-
ical dynamics of the magnetic proof-mass and the Kirchhoff
Voltage Law describing the electrical state of the system. The
presented methodology was verified experimentally for two
qualitatively different emKEH topologies. We described the
design of the experiment and the data processing method in
detail, since, as usual with MEMS devices, we could readily
have access only to the electrical parameters of the system.
Following this approach, experimental data was acquired,
processed and compared with the developed model. Since we
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dealt with a nonlinear system, a range of tools to solve
nonlinear differential equations were used to ensure that the
solution we obtained was indeed correct. The comparison
between the model and the experiment shows very good
agreement, and we conclude that the methodology proposed
in this paper is accurate and verified.
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